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Welcome to the latest edition of OVR.  This month the cover features two OVR readers, Chris 
Horner and Phil Pilgrim, taking in the sun after cresting Mount Hotham in the Australian Alps.  
Oh, those are the long missed pre-Covid times! 
 
Remember, to access the complete OVR archive from any device, just go to the OVR web site 
https://ovr270.wixsite.com/ozvincentreview 

 

 
Melbourne, Australia. 

Email :  Ozvinreview@gmail.com  

 

 

Letters to the Editor  

Hi Martyn, 
Hopefully you can access this and use it in the review at some point. It's from a 1948 issue of Motorcycling. 
Cyborg.  UK 

You bet I can Ken, here it is! 

 

 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
 
Hi Martyn,  
It is with regret that after 50 something years of riding and fettling Vincents and other lesser makes health issues have 
forced me to stop.  All my Vincents and associated paraphernalia have been sold to another VOC club member but l 
doubt they will see much use on the road, but at least they will be cherished and cared for.  l would like to thank your 
good self for all your hard work putting together the Oz Vincent review; in my opinion an excellent, refreshing, 
alternative slant on very mature products, never an easy task.  Therefore would you please remove me from the 
mailing list with effect from January of next year when l intend to go cold turkey from the whole motorcycling 
experience.  I wish you all the best for the future and thanks again, well done cobber!     

Regards William Long, also known as the Old Bill...........  
 

Bill you can do it yourself – just click on the unsubscribe link at the bottom of the OVR email when you are ready,   Martyn 

https://ovr270.wixsite.com/ozvincentreview
mailto:Ozvinreview@gmail.com


Hello Martyn, 
Great item in the last OVR with the works letter about oil 
pump failures.   Please see attached images.   This is a page 
from the handbook of the bike in the photo, then owned by 
Jeff Holt, he incorrectly entered the rego number as 2556 
instead of 2665.    
 
This is the bike mentioned in that works correspondence 
from 1949!    This bike is the one owned for many years by 
Ken Butler. I met Ken on the 1983 International Rally and 
when I showed that pic he told me it was in his possession, 
he had a pic of the rego plate. 

 
He has since sold it, it was still in Oz after that, I think Simon 
told me the current owner is not in the club, I will check my 
emails shortly re that. 
 
I enjoy the Review, 
Kind regards 
Don McInnes,  Australia 

 
Back then Vincents were work horses of the Australian 

outback.   Pictured is Jeff Holt astride,  crash bars 

askew, knobby tyres at both ends and a kangaroo carcase 

across the pillion seat!  [editor] 

-------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
Hi Martyn, 
 
I’m in the process of buying a 1954 Comet from the UK and would be interested in meeting up with any Vincent owners 
over this side of the Nullarbor in Fremantle/Perth, Western Australia.   Do you know of any?    
 
As it happens, I was over in Victoria last week and am now paying the price with a two-week stay at home. I see that 
the organised rides and some of the services providers are in the area I was last week. I had meetings over in Gippsland, 
Maybe next time I’ll combine business with pleasure.   Keep up the very good, and most welcome, work with the 
magazine. 
 

Ian Lambert.      Ian may be contacted by email ilambert@mac.com  (editor) 

--------------------------------------------- 

 
 
Hello Martyn,  A photo for OVR.   
 
Ian Hamilton and  crew (classic white lab coats) in 
conversation with John  Surtees who got his start road 
racing a Vincent Grey Flash in 1950.   In 1988 Ian  and 
crew flew across the pond to race at Daytona.   Ian 
rode  his Egli Vincent at the classic road races at the 
speedway that year. 
 
Regards,   Carleton Palmer.  

 

 

 
 

mailto:ilambert@mac.com


 

Vale:      Johnny Astley 1923 - 2021 
 
Possibly not a name familiar to today’s Vincent enthusiasts, John (always known as Johnny) Astley 
nevertheless holds a special place in Vincent HRD history in Australia.    Johnny was the first man 
to win a solo race at Bathurst on a post-war HRD when he took out the Mount Panorama Senior 
Grand Prix for Clubman riders at Easter 1949.     In 1947 Les Warton took the first win for Vincent 
HRD at the circuit in the Sidecar NSW TT, a feat he repeated in 1948. However, it was not until 

1949 that the Series B models arrived en masse in 
the solo classes, no fewer than nine entered for the 
Clubman’s race and two (for Lindsay Nixon and 
Jack Carruthers) for the main Senior Grand Prix. 
  
Two heats were necessary to whittle down the 24 
starters for the Clubman’s final, with Astley 
powering away from the start and never headed.    
The battle for the minor placings was resolved on 
the final lap when Victorian George Campbell 
(brother of 1957 World 350cc Champion Keith 
Campbell) finally managed to get past J. Bennett, 
making it a Vincent 1-2-3. Later in the day, Jack 
Carruthers finished 6th in the Senior Grand Prix.  
 

 
Astley missed the 1950 Bathurst meeting, but returned with 
his Vincent in 1951 where he contested the main Senior 
Grand Prix.     Although unplaced, he recorded the fastest 
time through the new electronic speed trap on Conrod 
Straight at 127 mph (204 km/h).     He continued racing into 
the ‘fifties on a 500cc Manx Norton and in scrambles events 
on a 500 Matchless.     He also raced both solo and sidecar in 
Miniature TT (Short Circuit/Dirt Track) events.     In 1955 he 
placed second outright in the Mount Druitt 24 Hour Race for 
production motorcycles, riding a Matchless Super Clubman 
twin.  
 
One of the original members of the Willoughby District Motor 
Cycle Club in Sydney, Astley was an extremely versatile and 
highly talented rider across virtually every discipline of the 
sport.     In later years Astley moved to Newcastle where he 
ran a service station, and finally to Lennox Head on the 
NSW North Coast.     It was here on 18th August, 2021 
that he passed away in a nursing home, aged 98.  
 
Jim Scaysbrook 
Editor 

Astley; 127 MPH down Conrod Straight! 

L-R Astley, Harmon & Godfrey at Mt.Druitt 
1955 

1st Snr Club win 1949 



Old Bike Australasia magazine      https://www.oldbikemag.com.au/  
 

Flat Hunting or … chronic exasperation. 
 

In the course of a long and varied motorcycling career one comes across a number of myths and 
prejudices which. when submitted to rational examination, do not stand up. I need only allude to 
the sempiternal debate that rages between supporters of British machines and Japanese 
machines; to that which divides Vincent owners from Triumph owners: and that whereby those 

who can and do mend punctures are forever 
segregated from those who cannot and do not. 
 
 It is with this last that I will concern myself here, 
for it is time that the misleading impression that a 
puncture is only to be tackled by one possessing the 
genes of Vulcan was dispelled.  There are some— 
and until recently I was one myself — who will find 
this hard, if not impossible, to believe.  To them I 
say, have faith.   By following certain very simple 
ground rules, puncture mending can become far 
more than just a way of keeping air in your inner 
tube.  It can become a most pleasurable and even 
satisfying pastime, and one which, if not exactly to 
be pursued for mere fun, can render a general sense 

of wellbeing to the puncturee.  
 
The first rule is always to pick a pleasant spot in which to have a puncture.   Many novices make 
the mistake of assuming that a puncture can happen just anywhere, and that in all cases they are 
infernal nuisances.   This is not so.   An ill sited puncture can ruin a good day's riding, while one 
undertaken in a convenient spot can only add to the enjoyment.  I myself have chosen some 
remarkably inopportune places to collect a nail in the tyre or stretch a patch beyond its abilities.  
 
Perhaps the most common illusion is that a good place is the same as a pretty or a scenic or a 
romantic place.  
 
One of the worst places I have ever chosen to 
have a puncture was in the Outer Hebrides. I 
was riding a degenerately modern bike at the 
time (and one of oriental provenance) and had 
it not been for the thoughtful provision of a 
rider's handbook alongside the tool kit I would 
not have had the slightest idea of how to 
remove the rear wheel (this topic, by the way, is 
covered in more detail later).   Furthermore, I 
had not equipped myself with a set of tyre 
levers or a patch kit and had it not been for the 
fact that I was travelling with a companion on 
another bike, I would have had to walk to the 

nearest centre of civilisation (some miles 
distant) carrying an excessively heavy cast- 
alloy wheel.  
 
As it was, I had to perch on the pillion with the 
unwelcome object on my lap. And then, when 
we reached the only garage on the island 
(thankfully it was open) they did not have a new 
tube of the right size, and had to patch the old. 
This may be considered safe on a light, low to 
medium power machine, but the four-cylinder 

https://www.oldbikemag.com.au/


monster I was using weighed over 5001b and was claimed to produce nearly 100bhp! This was not 
a good place to have a puncture, and I cannot recommend anyone to try it unless they are well 
equipped, know their machine, and pick a time when it is not raining. This last is more difficult 
than it sounds in the Outer Hebrides in spring. 
 
By contrast, one of the best places I have ever been visited by a puncture was in the middle of a 
field in the middle of Switzerland. The fact that I was surrounded by hundreds of motorcyclists all 
on old British bikes helped. The fact that they all offered advice and tools and even a usable inner 
tube (as mine turned out to be an 18 incher stretched onto a 19 inch rim) helped even more. But 
best of all, it was a glorious day, the birds were singing, the fish were swimming, the refreshment 
was flowing, and there was nowhere to go in a hurry. These are the ideal circumstances in which 
to have a puncture, and I thoroughly recommend all puncturees to try them.  
 
Before moving on to more practical matters, I must relate one more event.   This was a place which 
appeared at first to be bad, but turned out excellent - the A1!  Now normally, I would not 

recommend anyone to have a 
puncture in the fast lane of the Al 
rather, I would say it is an event 
devoutly to be avoided.   As I 
fishtailed towards the grass verge, 
wondering at which precise instant 
I should jump off, my life passed 
before me.  Had I been unkind to 
the cat?  Had I not sufficiently 
thanked the traffic warden for 
giving me a parking ticket?  No 
matter.   
 
Somehow I managed to come to a 

halt without spilling, and once my knees stopped shaking I took stock of my surroundings and 
decided that one of my experience should never have allowed a puncture to occur in that place.   
Against me were a geographical remoteness from anywhere dealing with tyres, a lack of repair 
equipment (once again it was a loaned machine), the indifference of traffic speeding by, a lack of 
familiarity with the machine (see above), and an appointment in London.   In my favour, it was not 
raining and it was not night.   However, one minute later a lorry pulled up and the driver (who had 
seen my plight from a layby) lowered the tailboard and delivered me and the bike to the nearest 
tyre centre, where the manager would take no money for mending the tube.   If not ideal, these 
circumstances at least renew one's faith in human nature. 
 
The bare essentials, if one is to affect a repair, are a pair of levers, a patch outfit and a spanner 
with which to remove the wheel.   As far as the latter goes, one should always choose a bike such 
as a Vincent with quickly detachable (or at the very least easily detachable) wheels, and keep the 
detaching mechanism greased and in good repair.   One should also be knowledgeable about the 
bike, or sufficiently so to be able to tackle a simple wheel removal.   
  
Tyre levers come in all shapes and sizes.   The best I have 
used came from the tool kit of a BMW motorcycle, but 
my normal kit—perfectly adequate — is a pair of the flat 
type, roughly seven inches long, by one inch wide 
stamped ‘Dunlop’ ; known as K13’s in the standard 
Vincent tool kit.   I have never used one of the proprietary 
tyre removers, not because I disapprove of them, but 
because levers are cheaper and simple to use.   
 
The puncture repair outfit should come from a reputable 
manufacturer and should contain a good assortment of 
patches of different sizes,  a tube of fresh glue and 
various sundries, such as a piece of emery paper or small 
grater, french chalk and a wax crayon.   Do not be 



tempted to purchase a kit intended for use on bicycles. A motorcycle kit will take up no more space 
than a' baccy tin, but will contain more and larger patches. 
  
The next stage, after you have collected the puncture in your chosen spot is to make sure that you 
really do have a puncture and not just a faulty valve.   Reinflate the tyre with your trusty 
handpump (which should be stowed on one of the frame rails) lick your finger so it is dripping and 
deposit a globule of spittle over the valve.   If it blows bubbles at you, look no further.   If it does 
not, you must remove the wheel and get the tyre off.  
   
Remove the valve core (with either the end of an old fashioned valve cap, or insert from the top of 
a tyre pressure hand gauge, or a special tool) and keep it in a very safe place.   Loosen the valve 
retaining collar by half its length, and undo any security bolts you may be unfortunate enough to 
have.    
  
The tyre must now be pushed down off the rim, into the well of the wheel.   This sounds simple 
but is not always so, and the puncturee may have to put the wheel on the ground and stamp on 
the tyre if it proves recalcitrant.   During this delicate operation, some attempt should be made to 
protect the spindle and bearings from grit and dirt — a cloth or piece of wood or material under 

the vital spot should do the trick.  
   
Once the tyre is in the well, keep it pushed down (the ability to 
use one's hands, feet and knees in conjunction is a decided 
advantage) and insert the first lever under the bead close to the 
valve. Be careful not to pinch the inner tube, and ease the bead 
over the rim. If it will not come with reasonable force (redness 
around the collar but not in the face), stop and make sure the 
rest of the tyre — particularly in the area opposite the lever — is 
in the well.   Most problems with tyre removal can be traced to 
this.   
  
When the first bit has slipped over the rim, keep a firm hold on 
the lever and insert the other lever on the other side of the valve.   
Do not attempt to take a large bite, as it were, be content to slip 
even the smallest area over the rim.   Once both levers have made 
an impression, the worst is over.    Some people claim that a 
third lever is needed at this stage, but it is an unnecessary 
encumbrance.   Hold the ground gained with one of the levers, 

extract the other and work some more bead over the edge, always taking care to keep the opposite 
side in the well.   Work around evenly, ending up more or less opposite the valve.  
 
Undo the retaining collar and, with care, 
pull out the inner tube.  It is not essential to 
take the other sidewall of the tyre off the rim, 
but two checks should be made: feel all 
around the inside of the tyre for foreign 
bodies or sharp objects, removing same if 
found (and remember there may be more 
than one); and have a look at the rim tape—
that piece of rubber which is circumjacent 
to the centre of the rim, covering the spoke 
ends. There must be one, and it must 
conceal the nipples effectively. If there is any 
problem, a solution can be affected by 
wrapping insulating tape around the centre, 
making a suitable hole for the valve.  
 
Examination of the tube is made easier if 
there is a handy bucket, sink or horse 
trough of clear water available.  If not a ditch 



or something similar may provide an aqueous solution, the purpose of which is to indicate the 
vicinity of the puncture.  
 
Inflate the tube, immerse it in, or cover it with water and watch for bubbles.  Mark the bubbling 
area with crayon or keep a finger on it.   If no water is available, inflate the tube considerably and 
hold it close to your ear. Rotate it (no not your ear!), listening for air escaping.  This can be very 
difficult if the tear is a very small one. Another method is to hold the tube close to the upper cheek, 
where the skin is sensitive and escaping air can be felt.    

 
When you have located the escape, deflate the tube and 
dry it thoroughly. Roughen and clean the area around 
the puncture and apply some glue, which must be 
allowed to go off.   The kit instructions will be more 
specific, but what follows next is that you crack open a 
patch of the correct size and apply it to the glued area, 
covering the puncture. French chalk may be dusted over 
the area to absorb excess glue and prevent gumming the 
tube up.  
 

You will know straight away whether or not the patch has taken. Following the instructions should 
ensure a one hundred percent success rate, but it is just possible that ambient conditions may 
affect the curing process — an excess of damp or heat can have a deleterious effect. 
  
Replacement is as simple as removal, but with the frisson added by the knowledge that if the tyre 
lever pinches the tube it will have undone all your good work!   Inflate the inner tube very slightly, 
so that it just assumes a circular shape, and insert it into the tube and onto the rim, doing up the 
retaining collar by only a couple of threads.  
    
Starting opposite the valve, ease the bead over the rim and, working around 
evenly, slip the tyre onto the wheel.    As with removal, keep the tyre pressed 
well into the rim well and when you reach the valve, keep it pushed high in 
the cover.   When the final portion has been eased over the rim, go round the 
tyre to ensure that the bead has seated equally, pull the valve down, tighten 
the collar, insert the core and inflate.    If you have done everything right, 
replace the wheel and continue on your merry way. 
 

[This item was first drafted over 20 years back.  Next months OVR will look at some modern tools] 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



 

 

 This brochure was provided to OVR by the late David Bowen  

  



Treasure from the Stevenage Works 
 

 
With thanks to OVR supporter Franco Trento, Australia  



A Crown For King Vincent – monarch of the modern-day bike. 
By Michael Wilkinson 

First printed in the Sun newspaper, March 6, 1976 

 
THE crowning's been a long time coming. And the king knows things have 
turned a bit sour.   But there are no regrets. He'd' do it all again, every 500 
cc powered minute of it.  
 
Phil Irving, 72, is —without doubt — the monarch of the modern-day 
motorbike.  He's the man who designed the legendary Vincent speedsters 
of the 1930s and '40s. 
 
More than any other, these bikes were the forerunners of the tens of 
thousands of lightweight, easy-to-handle little machines now revving 
along our roads. Yet, for years Mr Irving's work went virtually 
unrecognised.    He had to eke out a living designing tractor engines, and 
his home — in the outer suburb of Warrandyte —still is more of a working 
man's cottage than a palace.   "I don't mind," he says. "I'm not the sort of 
bloke who finishes up wealthy."  
 
But yes, he admits some recent developments have been rather pleasing.  
All around the world more and more people are realising the quality of 
the old Vincents.   Enthusiasts are bidding $3,500 and more for the Black 
Shadow and Black Lightning models. Even the Japanese have conceded 
the magnificence of the Irving-designed speedsters. 
  
"I'm not surprised at any of this," stressed Mr Irving when I called at Warrandyte this week. "The Vincents were 
designed with one basic aim, something that many modern-day manufacturers are Just starting to realise. " This basic 
essential was that the bike should be easy to handle. The average person should be able to pick it up if he falls off and 
there shouldn't be much damage."  
 
The tumble-easy features of the Vincents Include engine and gearbox in one unit, fully adjustable foot and pillion rests, 
and specially shielded cylinders set in a V. And Mr Irving decreed that his machines should be light, wherever possible 
using stainless steel.   The weight of the forerunner of the Black Shadow, the Rapide "C", is only 208 kg, but this doesn't 
prevent a top speed of well over 177 kmh. Many modern Japanese bikes capable of such speeds weigh at least 270kg.  
“Vincents were so good because everyone involved in making them actually rode one," explained Mr Irving. "We knew 
what was wanted out on the roads."   He fell in love with motor-bikes here in his native Melbourne.   During the 1920s 
he was a regular competitor at local meetings. 
  
Then, in 1931, he arrived at the Vincent factory near London after two-wheeling it across North America with a friend. 
Despite such personal involvement with the machines, Mr Irving and the rest of the Vincent work team were unable 
to save the works from a collision.   By the late 1940’s bike sales were crashing all around the world.  The car was 
entering its heyday. In 1953, the last Vincent was assembled. The production line that had turned out up to 80 
machines a week was silent.  
 
Mr Irving and his family returned to Melbourne where he got the tractor engine designing Job, then later joined the 
Repco research team and in 1964-65 designed the internationally successful Repco-Brabham engine.  "I never made 
any real money out of the Vincents or my later ideas," said Mr Irving." "I was on a salary, that's all.”  Does he now have 
any regrets that wealth never came his way, and widespread recognition has taken so long?   “Not at all," answered 
Mr Irving. "The Vincents have won a lot of championships and broken, many racing records. "My real regret is that this 
wider recognition and talk of the Vincent mystique comes when the Australian automotive designing industry is in 
such bad shape.  
 
"Today, virtually all we're doing in this country is bolting together overseas designed cars and bikes. So much young 
talent is being Wasted.    "It's a tragedy. I know one person like me can't do anything, but you still feel the hurt when 
you see it happening. 

Contributed to OVR by Neal Videan, Australia 



 
 

 
 
 



 
 

 



 
 

 
 



 
 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 



 

More Treasures from the Stevenage Works 
Yet more from Franco 

 

 



 

 
 



 



RAIN IN THE FACE RALLY      By: Phillip White,  Australia 

 
The 2021 Mid-July “Rain In the Face” Rally has come and gone and it went very well. It almost 
goes without saying that a rally held in the dead of winter is never going to draw a large number 
of attendees. Only a dozen club members participated but what we lacked in numbers we made 
up for in Quality. For the next three days we had perfect blue skies and, as little we knew then, 
this was to be the last week end where we would be allowed out to play. Carpe Diem! 
 
We based out of a large red brick motel near the Main Street of Echuca. This is a port city on the 
Murray with a long history.   Therefore, it is touristy and ergo it boasts a goodly number of pubs, 
bars and restaurants.   The Motel was well located but looked a lot like that brick jail in 
metropolitan Melbourne they built a few years back. To reinforce that similarity, there were lots 
of Police staying there.   They were there as part of the border protection against the Dreaded 
Covid Bug. 
 
Most of the attendees drove up on the Wednesday and a noticeable number of them brought 
more than one bike. To arrive early is becoming a fairly common practise, most attendees have 

control of their time and departing on the Sunday leaves time for family. 
 
On the Thursday it was the coldest day of the Rally with temps down around 2 degrees C.  A few 
of us had the rather excellent heated jackets and gloves from “Venture”. All I wore on my torso 
was a t-shirt, the Venture jacket and a light leather jacket and it was fine. Such a step up from 
the layers of stuff we all had to wear in times past. We were on the road at the crack of ten thirty 
and headed for Bridgewater and its famous Bakery. In 2020 the general public voted this 
establishment as having the best pies and vanilla slices in all of Victoria. We then meandered up 
the street to a shop that specialises in Classic Nortons - but they were shut. Back on the bikes 
we went a couple of km’s up the road to a winery where most folk bought a bottle or three of 
rather good value wine. The return ride was pleasant and apparently uneventful….. wrong, 
wrong, wrong. 
 
To comprehend what follows it is helpful to understand the layout of the motel. As mentioned, it 
is a large two-story complex built in the form of a hollow rectangle.  Access is via a fairly long 
entrance passage way that opens on to the central courtyard. On the right is a concrete apron 
that would hold around twenty or more cars. After that there is sheltered parking under the 
building which is bounded by a brick wall at the side boundary, stairs to the right and on the left 
a 6-metre glass partition with sliders that forms part of the fencing for the swimming pool. I 
arrived slightly ahead of the main group so I had a grandstand view of what transpired next. 
 
There was a milling mass of bikes either on the concrete apron or trying to get up the narrow 
driveway. Noel was bringing up the rear on his trusty 47 and tried to avoid the miniature traffic 
jam by jumping the gutter. Now the foot clutch on a Chief is a sturdy and trouble-free piece of 
equipment but…. they can bite you.   When the bike hit the gutter, Noel put a foot out for 
balance whereupon the clutch smartly dropped in to full engagement. The resultant lurch and 
further loss of control caused him to wind open the left-hand throttle. Indians are torquey old 
brutes and the bike took off like a scalded cat. All Noel could do was hang on and try and avoid 
the milling mass of bikes, riders, parked cars and brick columns and he did a great job. He had 
the horn blaring and in flat track style, managed to wrench the bike to the left - away from a 
nasty head on into the looming brick wall. This put him on course towards the glass fence. Ever 
seen “Stargate” where there is a flash of silver as people go through the portal?  
 
I got a rear view of an Indian and rider momentarily silhouetted by 6 metres of spectacularly 
exploding glass. The front wheel wedged into a buttress with enough force to snap the bottom 
fork link spindle like a crisp carrot, the front end collapsed and the bike finally stalled. That’s 
What I Call An Entrance!   Noel was a little shaken and bruised but otherwise O.K. Definitely 
Beer O’clock after that! Dinner that evening was at the Star Hotel and perfectly adequate for a 
pub. 
 



The first stop on Friday’s run was the town of Colbinabbin. There is not much there but like 
many towns in this region the city fathers have opted to paint large murals on a group of silos. I 
suppose that if people have a reason to stop in the town, then they have a reason to spend 
money in the town. The arvo run took us to Kyabram where we had a brief stop and regroup. 
Club Member Garry was mounted on his very clean 1976 Triumph Trident. Gary has owned this 
bike for many trouble-free years but in the recent past the bike has been plagued with 
engine and electrical problems. This time the bike was quietly parked when suddenly vast 
quantities of thick blue smoke erupted from the headlight.  Much frantic fuse pulling saved the 
day. The culprit turned out to be a shorted-out blinker wire so the machine was still rideable. On 
to Rushworth for our lunch stop and more Silo Art. 
 
After return to base camp, we dined that night at a hotel that shall remain nameless - appalling 
would be too kind an epithet to describe the food. I had a rack of lamb with ribs so huge that 
they looked like a prop from “Jurassic Park”! I am sure this particular lamb died of old age. 
Other folk reported inedible curries and such like. [I have been advised that the steak was 
acceptable] Later in the evening a number of us felt the need to party on to recover our 
equilibrium. 
 
Saturday’s run was supposed to start early for an extended run to Kerang where a pub had been 
booked for lunch. I was not planning to join this particular run as my Vincent was out of action 
with ignition problems and my Enfield had nipped up briefly the day before.  So I thought I 
would just nurse the bike to Kerang and back with John F riding shot gun in case the bike 
crapped out and needed recovery.   John and I set out for a leisurely breakfast at the rather 
excellent café right next to the motel.   I kept expecting to hear departing bikes but no.   When 
we meandered back to the hotel the group was still ’faffing’ about! Here are just a few of the 
reasons for this tardy departure: 
 

1. Garry had left his choke on the day before and a plug change was necessary. 
2. John’s bike suffered a sunken float. 
3. Phil Pilgrim could not find the keys to his Vindian. [after a lot of frantic searching of the 

premises by the group, they were found in the pocket of his previous days riding jacket!] 
 
Although the Enfield had zero compression on one cylinder, I thought I would chance it.  The 
bike started and ran ok but very smokey.  We made it to Kerang by the direct route and found 
the lads and laddette in the pub. I didn’t eat there but reports were good. The proprietors were 
very solicitous. I guess things are just so tough on the tourist scene that they wanted to be sure 
we were happy. Apparently, the main group basically crisscrossed the Gun Barrel Highway back 
to town. My bike was over heating so I set off on my own but my 200-year-old GPS steered me 
wrong. I ended up doing many extra km. I got within 9 km of town when the bike expired. A call 
to John saw him drive out in my Ute for a rescue. That night we hit the Royal Hotel. This is also 
a Gin Distillery with yummy finger food. A welcome break from pub grub. 
 
There was mooted to be a Sunday morning run but it did not transpire. No matter, a very good 
time was had by all. 
 
This entire event was planned and organised by Iron Indian Rider’s President Piercy and Wonder 
Woman A.K.A. Sandy so a very special thanks to them for their efforts.  If you missed this Rally, 
try hard to make the next one.     It is said you only regret the things you do not do. 
 
Attendees: 
Alistair 2015 Chief;  Sandy 47 Chief;  Phillip 47 Vincent and 37 Royal Enfield;  Dave 2015 Chief;  
John F 54 BSA Gold Star;  Noel “Cannonball”  47 Chief and 57 BSA B33;  Gary “FireBall” 76 
Triumph Trident;  George F 44 Chief;  John M 47 Chief;  Phil Pilgrim 47 Vindian Replica;  Heath 
Pilgrim 68 Trumph Bonneville;  and  John S 47 Chief 
 
 
Footnote:    The USA Distributor for the Vincent HRD company was the Indian Motorcycle Company.  Phil Irving freely 

admitted that he was inspired by many of the design innovations pioneered by the Indian Company. 
 



 

Service Providers 
 

The Service Providers listed have been used with a degree of satisfaction by OVR readers in the past.  Just 
because they are listed does not imply an endorsment of them by OVR.   

 

Spares: 
 

V3 Products, Australia: (aka Neal Videan) has an extensive range of top quality Vincent Spares including 

multiplate clutches for twins, oil leak eliminator kits, socket head tappet adjusters, paper element oil 

filters and lots lots more. Ships worldwide. Email for a price list to nvidean@outlook.com 

 

VOC Spares Company Ltd, UK:  Full range of Vincent Spares.  Ships Worldwide. Visit their web site for 

more information http://www.vincentspares.co.uk. 

 

Maughan &Sons, UK   Takeing pride in producing the highest quality spares, Maughan & sons stock 

over 1300 parts and produce over 800 for the Vincent Twin and Comet.  Ships worldwide.  More info 

here http://www.maughanandsons.co.uk 

 

Coventry Spares Ltd, USA:  Fantastic service and deep product knowledge plus extensive range of 

excelent Vincent Spares and tools.  Ships Worldwide.  See website for more information  

http://www.thevincentparts.com 

 

Conway Motors Ltd, UK:  Anti-Sumping Valves, Multi-Plate clutch conversions for Comets plus an 

extensive range of excelent Vincent Spares.  Ships Worldwide.  Email for more information  

steve@conway-motors.co.uk  

 

Tri-Spark Ignition, based in Adelaide, Australia.   Modern electronic ignition systems with models for 

all classic (and modern) bikes and the current system of choice by Godet Motorcycles (France) for 

installation in their superb Godet-Vincent machines.  For info go to www.trispark.com.au 

 

Paul Goff,  UK: A massive range of electrical spares and replacements including 6 and 12V quartz 

Halogen bulbs, LED lamps, solid state voltage regulators and lots lots more.  Ships Worldwide.  PayPal 

accepted. See Paul’s website for more information www.norbsa02.freeuk.com  

 

Fastline Spokes, based in Broadford, Victoria, can supply Australian made spokes for just about any 

bike.  Owner Bruce Lotherington manufactures spokes to order with a turn around time of less than 1 

week.  For more info see www.fastlinespokes.com.au or phone (+61) 0411 844 169 

 

Union Jack Motorcycles, Australia:  Full range of Triumph, Lucas, Amal and Venhill control cables. 

Ships worldwide.  More info at the website www.unionjack.com.au  or phone +61 3 9499 6428 

 

François Grosset, France:  Electric starter for Vincent Twin.   Electronic ignitions for Vincent Single and 

Twin supplied complete with drive gear.  Email pontricoul@gmail.com for more info. 

 

Cometic Gaskets:  Modern, reusable gasket sets for Vincent twins and singles. If you actually USE your 

Vincent you are mad not to use these.   Contact Paul Holdsworth of the VOC Chicago section c/o  

pl_holdsworth@yahoo.com Located in Chicago IL USA. 
 

 

Nuts n Bolts: 

Classic Fastners, Australia: Their aim is to supply obsolete and hard to obtain fasteners for your restoration 
project be it a professional or private venture.  The print catalogue, available for download, lists the current 
complete range.  Ships Worldwide.  http://www.classicfasteners.com.au/  

Precision Shims Australia:  All types of shims made to your requirements, ships worldwide.  More info at their 
web site www.precisionshims.com.au 

V3 Products (see entry under Spares above) also stocks a large range of Vincent specific nuts n bolts. 
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Keables, Australia:  The original nut n bolt specialists who are able to supply just about anything with threads 
and bits to match such as taps n dies.  Recently  have relocated to 11 Braid St, West Footscray, Vic.  Ph 03 9321 
6400. Web site www.keables.com.au   

Small Parts & Bearings, Australia:  Has an extensive range of small parts and bearings and also spring steel 
shims an an amazing range of sizes.  More info at www.smallparts.com.au  

 

Restoration Services: 

Steve Barnett, Australia.  Master coachbuilder and fuel tank creater who does incrediable workmanship; located 
in Harcourt, Victoria.  Ph +61 3 5474 2864, email steviemoto@hotmail.com  

Ken Phelps, Australia – Qualified aircraft engineer and builder and daily rider of  Norvins for over 30 years, who 
has the skill and experience to carry out overhauls, rebuilds, general repairs and maintenance to Vincent HRD 
motorcycles.  Full machine shop facilities enabling complete engine and chassis rebuilds,  Painting, wiring, 
polishing, aluminium welding and wheel building.    Ken Phelps  Phone: (61+)  0351760809    E-

mail:  ogrilp400@hotmail.com  .  Located in Traralgon, Victoria, Australia  

Outer Cycles, Australia: Jim Browhly is a master craftsman who manufactures bespoke motorcycle exhaust systems 

for classic bikes, no job is beyond his capability, so if you do need a new system that will be made to your precise 
requirements, give Jim a call, telephone 03 9761 9217. 
 
Grant White – Motor Trimmer, Australia:   Specialising in Vintage and Classic Cars and Motorcycles. Located in 
Viewbank, Victoria.  ph 03 9458 3479  or email grantwhite11@bigpond.com    
 

 
John Parker, AMAL Carbs,  Melbourne, Australia:  A specialist in AMAL carbs of all models, repairs, restorations 
and a massive supply of spare parts.  For information phone him on +61 3 9879 3817 or email 
to  ukcarbs@hotmail.com  
 
 

General Services : 
 

Peter Scott Motorcycles,  Australia:  Top quality magneto and dynamo services, from simple repairs 

to complete restorations plus a comphrensive range of associated spares.  Provides hi-output coil rewinds 

with a 5 year warranty.  For more info contact Peter on (02) 9624 1262 or email 

qualmag@optusnet.com.au  

 

LUCAS STUFF –  The man who bought Kevin Baker's Lucas Parts business is Danny Lee in Melbourne. 

Email: dannyleepersonal@gmail.com  His phone number is 0412 327 197 Apparently Kevin has moved 

to Melbourne and works with Danny one day a week. 

 

Ringwood Speedometer Service, Australia:  Experts in the repair and restoration of all motorcycle, 

automotive and marine instruments.  Smiths cronometric specialists.  Telephone (03) 9874 2260 

 

Dyson M/C Engineering, Australia:  Wheel building, Crank rebuilds, Bead blasting, Rebores & Engine 

Rebuilds and more.  Located at 12 Chris Crt., Hillside, Victoria.  Phone 0400 817 017 

 

MotorCycle Fairings, Australia:  This crew are are total professionals when it comes to painting.  Expert 

service, quick turnaround and fair prices.  http://www.melbournemotorcyclefairings.com.au/     

Ph 03 9939 3344 

 

Tyreman M/C, Australia:   Highly professional and reasonably priced motorcycle (and car) tyres,  102 

Chifley Drv., Preston, VIC.  Ph 03 9480 0911 ask for Ari ( disclosure – OVR gets its motorcycle tyres 

here).  www.tyremanmc.com.au    
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